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Whether youâ€™re annoyed with your neighbor, agitated with your boss, or tired of your lazy

roommate, this unique side-by-side flippable flap novelty book of amusing and socially unacceptable

phrases will provide endless possibilities for creative and colorful vocabulary. Both young and old

students and professionals alike will appreciate this easy-to-use, uncensored, totally x-rated, and

hilarious phrase generator. Unleash the immaturity and skewed sense of humor within and never be

left searching for a clever comeback again.
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This book is totally x-rated so it's not for the kiddies. I ordered this from .com and sent it to someone

who's deployed overseas. I have to say that he, and all of his team have gotten a huge kick out of

this book! They've even come up with a board where they post a new "word of the week" every

Tuesday and the rule is they have to use the word every day. He showed us his "first word" during a

video chat and my boyfriend and I could NOT stop laughing. I thought it would be a neat little gift to

lighten the spirits of some soldiers who are in harms way and stressful situations daily. If you need a

good laugh, and don't mind being a little dirty, then I highly suggest this book!

I know not everyone has a childish sense of humor, but if fartwaffle and titjacket don't absolutely

make you fall down laughing, you're missing one of life's simplest pleasures.

My 16 year old daughter and I saw this book at a local store and we both thought it was hilarious. I



laughed so loud I embarrassed my daughter because everyone in the store heard me. Definitely a

fun book to share with a group -- but definitely not with small children present; remember the title is

Creative CURSING. Book was cheaper at  than in store.

So awesome! Perfect for myself and friend with a vulgar sense of humor. There are obviously bad

words in it.... Like body parts and cuss words. Here are a few names you can come up with in this

book- douche face, piss wad, crap sniffer,... And those are the less vulgar ones!

I purchased this book along with "Creative Cussin". Both of these books are BRILLIANT. Hats off to

the gifted authors! I am a high school teacher and brought this to work. NO, I do not let my students

see it (sometimes a bit too graphic for them)! However, I have used a few of the cleaner ones for the

class--the kids crack up!Recently I took it to a faculty meeting, and needless to say, it had everyone

(administrators included) ROLLING on the floor with uncontrollable laughter. I will be purchasing

about fifteen of these (no kidding) for Christmas gifts to various teachers and administrators on

campus. Everyone who has seen this book immediately falls in love with it. This would be an

OUTSTANDING book/gift for high school or middle school teachers (they tend to have a more

twisted sense of humor than elementary school teachers).***WARNING*** DO NOT PURCHASE

THIS BOOK IF YOU FIND ANY CURSE WORDS OFFENSIVE. This book does indeed get VERY

VERY graphic if you happen to flip to the wrong (right?? LOL) pages. I've even cringed at a couple

of them, and it's close to impossible to offend me.Again, best book ever.

I bought this book for a white elephant party. When I opened it up, I was a little disappointed to see

that you have to put the book together by yourself. There are two sides of flip pages that are wired

together, but I am still physically trying to put the flip pages into it's hardback cover. It's nearly

impossible. What a pain. If I had known it would be this difficult, I would have ordered something

else. It's funny, if you're ok with swear words and insulting name-calling as a joke. I am, and so are

the people at this white elephant party. Now, if I could only get this stupid thing put together.

I keep it on the kitchen counter with post-its for everybody in the family. So each day we have

"Danielle's word of the day", "Mom's word of the day", etc.

Like I just said, hilarious. Great for when you've exhausted your current swear vocabulary and need

to add to it.
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